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Financial Markets 

An Overview 

As against the heightened uncertainty witnessed since mid-September 2008 in the 

domestic financial markets and despite considerable deepening of the global financial crisis 

which began spreading to the real economy of a number of advanced countries with fears being 

expressed about the worst global recession since the mid-1970s, the month of November has 

displayed a semblance of stability. Even the emerging markets, including India’s, have been 

engulfed debunking the decoupling theory which  implies that these markets were impervious to 

the happenings in the advanced countries, but in reality they too have been affected by capital 

flow reversals, sharp widening of spreads on sovereign and corporate debt, and abrupt currency 

depreciations. The growth prospects too in these countries have become rather gloomy as 

compared with the exuberance witnessed in previous years. The G-20 meeting, a forum to 

promote dialogue between advanced and emerging countries on key issues regarding economic 

growth and stability of the financial system, held in November has closed with some assurances 

and promises but overall failed to provide much needed impetus at the time of such uncertainty.  

Against the backdrop of such an unsettled and uncertain outlook, the government and the 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) have 

ushered in a number of conventional and unconventional measures with the intention to regain 

confidence and return to normal functioning. As a result, the market sentiment has improved in 

November as compared with that in October. But, with macroeconomic indicators showing signs 

of deterioration, the authorities have also introduced a number of measures to support the growth 

momentum. However, due to the unexpected terrorist activities in Mumbai, the financial markets 

have been kept closed on November 27, 2008, but after they re-opened the next day, they 

remained positive amidst looming fears of its consequences on the economy.  

As compared with sharp fall in the stock indices in October, the movements of stock 

indices have been range bound in November. Even the foreign institutional investors (FIIs) have 

held net purchase positions on some of the trading days during the month. In an significant 

development, the SEBI Chairman has clarified that short-selling by FIIs had not been 
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instrumental in the collapse of share prices witnessed since mid-September, further there were no 

evidences of price manipulation of ICICI share prices and that there have been no bad 

investments by the mutual funds which were supposed to have perpetrated their losses. Despite 

the increased volatility, the turnover in derivatives segment has declined.  

The improved liquidity manifested itself in short-term money market rates falling rather 

sharply, and after a long hiatus, they have ruled within the informal corridor; the injection 

through liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) repo fell rather sharply, and there was improved 

secondary market turnover with yields dipping to two-year lows.  

With evidences of slowing down of economic activity, the RBI has instituted special 

measures to ease credit flow to small and medium enterprises, exporters and other such areas. 

Further, the RBI instituted special refinance facility and permitted its extensive use. The general 

provisioning requirements on standard advances for various sectors such as residential housing, 

commercial real estate sector, personal loans, capital market exposures and non-deposit taking 

NBFCs were reduced to a uniform level of 0.40% of risk-weighted assets except for agricultural 

and SMEs which continued to attract 0.25%. Further, the risk-weights on bank’s exposures to 

sectors such as commercial real estate and others have been revised downwards. Given the 

growth uncertainty, all the liquidity-augmenting measures have been extended to June 2009 from 

March 2009. Further, there have been expectations of economic stimulus packages from the 

finance ministry, which has buoyed the market sentiments.  

In the commodity futures market, the prices of precious metals such as gold and silver, 

after having dipped in the mid-October, until first half of November have again surged to touch 

the levels seen in the first half of October. However, the other metals such as copper, lead and 

Nickel has seen continuous decline in their prices in these two months. In agricultural 

commodities, the spot and futures prices of gaur seeds and soya bean have witnessed a u-shaped 

price movement. With the lapse of the futures ban in four commodities, the trading in these 

commodities has begun from 14 November.  
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Trends in the Equity Market 

i) Primary Issues  

Against the backdrop of heightened volatility and increased prospects of domestic 

slowdown, the companies preferred to adopt a wait and watch policy as a result, the month of 

November has seen no issuer tapping the primary equity market.  

Among the rights issues, Ugar Sugar Works extended the rights issue period for three 

more days, till December 5, 2008, due to the unforeseen circumstances in Mumbai. The company 

had earlier fixed December 2 as the closing date for the rights issue.  

 

Table 10.1: Resources Raised through Public and Rights Issues 
2008-09 (Apr-Sept) 2007-08 (Apr-Sept) April-Mar 2008 

Particulars Number of  
Issues 

Amount  
(Rs crore) 

Number of  
Issues 

Amount  
(Rs crore) 

No Amount  
(Rs crore) 

Public Offers       
Public Issues  19 2032 52 32646 92 54511 
IPOs 19 2032 48 21038 85 42595 
FPOs 0 0 4 11607 7 11916 
Rights Issues  14 10377 11 947 32 32518 
Total 33 12409 63 33593 124 87029 
Private Placements       
QIPs 1 75 12 9132 36 25525 
Preferential Allotment*   191 # 28876 # 398 61589 
BSE 217 33529 Na Na   
NSE 188 17664 Na Na   
Total 218 33604   434 87114 
Grand Total     558 174143 
*Preferential issues are classified according to the month in which they are listed and may  
include common issues reported to both the exchanges. #: Apr-Oct 2007. Na: Not available. 
Source: SEBI Bulletin, October 2008 

 

As seen in Table 10.1, it is interesting to note that in 2007-08 amidst the buoyancy in the 

primary market, the amounts raised through public (IPOs, FPOs and rights issues) offer stood at 

Rs 87,029 crore while through the private placement route, it amounted to Rs 87,114 crore, thus 

exceeding the amount raised through the public offer route. Further, in April-September 2008, 

the mobilisations through preferential allotment have continued to remain robust while all others 

have slumped against the backdrop of falling secondary market.  
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Venture capital (VC) investments 

The global economic downturn notwithstanding, venture capital (VC) investments have 

continued to flow into India and China, with both countries witnessing a significant surge in the 

third quarter this year. According to a study by research firm Venture Intelligence, VC 

investment in India grew by 36% at $290 million for the third quarter ended September 30. 

Meanwhile in China, VC investments grew by 22% to $964 million at the end of the third 

quarter, as per data by Dow Jones Venture. The study stated that the increased investment by 

existing players and the entry of new funds contributed to the growth this quarter, the Venture 

Intelligence.  

The stock market meltdown has eroded returns on most private investment in public 

equity (PIPE) deals done last year. Out of the 63 deals, the mark-to-market return is positive for 

only three deals, with the rest in negative. The current mark-to-market value of the $5.29-billion 

PIPE investments is just $2.55 billion, or 51.65% less. Data compiled by Nexgen Capitals, the 

investment-banking arm of Delhi brokerage SMC Global Securities, shows 95% PIPE deals of 

2007 are showing negative returns because of the high entry valuations and declining stock 

market. Data compiled by Grant Thornton show that in the first ten months of 2008, there were 

274 deals with an announced value of $9.67 billion, as against 328 deals worth $13.43 billion in 

the corresponding period last year. For the entire year of 2007, there were 405 deals worth 

$19.03 billion, out of which PIPE deals accounted for 30% of the value.  

 

ii) Secondary Market 

As a result of a number of measures introduced by the major central banks to tackle the 

turmoil in the financial markets, the month began with buoyancy in the stock indices. As the 

expectations of subdued growth in major countries were built-up, the economic stimulus 

packages have been announced in countries such as China following the major one in the US, the 

domestic markets have remained under pressure. Despite, higher-than-expected industrial 

production growth in September 2008 and expectation of further cut in interest rates triggered by 

fall of inflation to single digit, have failed to arrest the fall. World stocks indices fell on worries 

that a recession in Japan will last longer than expected and on doubts about the survival of 

Citigroup Inc, the No. 2 US bank. Further, reports of the US economy could shrink by 0.2% 
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through 2009 and that US automakers, General Motors Corp, Ford Motor Co and Chrysler LLC 

have been at risk of bankruptcy if the bail-out plan fails, sent the world stock indices to 5-1/2 

year lows on 20 November 2008. The rising jobless claim, which rose to a 16-year high in the 

US, is expected to worsen the US economy further. With the fears of a prolonged global 

recession, slowdown in the domestic economy and selling by foreign funds, the market sentiment 

has been affected badly and the key benchmark indices continued to fall. However, following a 

steep rate cut announced by China's central bank hopes have been built that other central banks 

will follow, US measures to prop up Citigroup, the stressed US bank, better than expected gross 

domestic product (GDP) data and lower inflation data lifted the market last week. The market 

ended the week with decent gains despite worst terror attack on Mumbai, India's financ ial 

capital, which forced regulators to shut financial markets on Thursday, 27 November 2008.  

SEBI analysis of market participants  

The analysis by SEBI based on the published data of the transactions put through 

between 1 September and 14 November, when secondary markets were collapsing, revealed that 

retail and high networth investors had net purchase position worth about 25% of the value of 

stocks sold by FIIs and domestic brokers in net terms during this period. During this same 

period, FIIs net sold Rs 22,000 crore worth of stocks, followed by proprietary trades of domestic 

brokers who net sold to the tune of Rs 700 crore. On the other hand, mutual funds net bought Rs 

1,000-crore value of stocks, domestic institutions net bought Rs 16,000 crore and domestic retail 

and high networth investors cumulatively net bought stocks to the tune of about Rs 5,600 crore.  

Clarification on ICICI trading 

On 20 November 2008, SEBI said that it has found no evidence of manipulative trading 

in ICICI Bank shares between 8 September and 10 October this year, when the stock price 

collapsed nearly 50%. The steep decline had triggered speculation about the financial health of 

the bank, and led to panic withdrawal of deposits by customers. ICICI complained to SEBI that 

there was a concerted attempt to hammer down the price of the stock, following which the 

regulator investigated the matter. The bank also filed police complaints against some sub-brokers 

and online portals for allegedly spreading misinformation about its financials. In its report, the 

regulator said by and large, trading patterns in ICICI Bank (between 8 September and 10 

October) were “consistent with the shareholding pattern of ICICI with predominant holdings by 
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FIIs, the general buying and selling behaviour by FIIs and the broad movements of the market 

during this period.” As per SEBI data, price of ICICI Bank shares fell 49.52% between 8 

September and 10 October (from Rs 720.45 to Rs. 363.65), and its ADRs fell 53.25%. During 

the same period, the NSE Nifty and BSE Sensex fell 27% each. The client category-wise break-

up of turnover in the shares of ICICI Bank in the cash market shows that FIIs accounted for 

23.57% and 18.61% of the value of shares sold and bought, respectively, whereas the rest of the 

investors accounted for 76.5% and 81.4% of the value of shares sold and bought, respectively.  

Delivery-based trading 

Delivery-based volumes at stock exchanges have taken a serious hit in recent days as 

intense volatility keeps people away from taking long positions. The decline in deliverable 

volumes has been more prominent in the past few weeks as the figures at the NSE, which were 

33.54% on November 3, have slipped well below 20% on November 21. The total traded value 

at NSE, which was around Rs 12,000 crore on an average in the first week of the November, is at 

Rs 9,000 crore in the third week, while the total traded quantity has slipped from 75 crore shares 

to 50 crore shares. At BSE, the delivery-based volumes stood at around 33% compared with 35% 

in the period considered. 

Price to earnings (P/E) ratio 

With the markets taking a beating, the P/E ratio has fallen drastically. For the BSE 

Sensex (30) scrips, which had touched a peak of 25.53 in January has slipped to 11.88 in 

November reflecting the sharp correction in the share prices. Similarly, the P/E ratio for the BSE 

100 scrips has dipped from 26.46 to 13.41 over the same period. The P/E ratio for the S&P CNX 

Nifty of NSE has slipped from 25.34 to 12.41.  

The secondary market turnover on NSE has fallen from Rs 216,198 crore in October 

2008 to Rs 173,123 crore in November 2008 and compared with November 2007, the turnover 

has nearly halved. Similarly, the market capitalisation on NSE has decreased from Rs 28,20,388 

crore to Rs 26,53,281 crore over the same period reflecting the fall in equity prices. The total 

turnover on BSE has decreased from Rs 78,227 crore in October to Rs 63,694 crore in November 

(Table 10.2).  
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Table 10.2: Market Turnover (Rs in crore) 
BSE NSE 

Year/ 
Month Total 

Turnover 

Average 
Daily 

Turnover 

Market 
Capitalization * 

P/E Ratio 
(Sensex 
based 30 
scrips) 

Total 
Turnover 

Average 
Daily 

Turnover 

Market 
Capitalisation * 

P/E Ratio 
(S&P 
CNX 
Nifty) 

2005-06 118765 5398 3022191 20.9 1569556 6253 2813201 20.3 
2006-07 78028 3716 3545041 20.3 1945285 7812 3367350 18.4 
2007-08 110991 6166 5138015 20.1 3551038 14148 4858122 20.6 
Apr-Nov-07 996733 6906 6385475 22.5 2204327 12967 5876742 21.8 
Apr-Nov-08 824579 5031 2818965 14.1 1995227 12241 2653281 17.8 
Nov-07 170623 7756 6385475 26.2 414420 18837 5876742 21.5 
Oct-08 78227 3911 2997261 13.2 216198 10810 2820388 12.6 
Nov-08 63694 3539 2818965 11.9 173123 9618 2653281 12.1 
* At the end of the period. 
Source: NSE and BSE websites 

 

Securities lending and borrowing (SLB)  

SEBI chairman CB Bhave has said that the revised SLB system is likely to be operational 

in a month’s time. The investors who used to borrow the shares would then create short positions 

by selling those very shares in India. SEBI has also set up a committee to look into the mutual 

fund regula tions, following the recent developments in the sector. 

Small and medium enterprises (SME) 

The SEBI issued the legal framework for setting up a separate platform/stock exchange 

for SMEs. The minimum networth of Rs 100 crore has been set and such exchanges should be 

corporatised since inception and demutualised within one-to-two years from the start of trading. 

Other norms prescribed by the regulator include having trading terminals across the country; an 

online screen-based trading system and suitable business continuity plan with a disaster recovery 

site.  

Creeping acquisition  

The slump in valuations on local bourses has come as a blessing in disguise for many 

promoters, particularly those who do not own controlling stakes in their companies. The fall in 

share prices is helping promoters hike holdings in their companies and is also being used to ward 

off takeover attempts from outsiders. The recent hike in creeping acquisition limit from 55% to 

75% has encouraged even those promoters having a controlling stake to go for further 

acquisitions through the secondary-market route. Bharat Forge, Adani Enterprises, Aptech, SRF, 
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West Coast Paper are a few notable examples where promoters have either hiked stakes or are 

planning to increase their shareholding through the creeping-acquisition route in the past few 

weeks. Prithvi Haldea, managing director of Prime Database opine that, promoters are always in 

a better position to judge prospects of their own companies. It makes sense buying in the current 

market if they believe shares are available much cheaper than the true worth of their companies. 

According to him, valuations have fallen so sharply that the market may witness more hostile 

bids.  

Sectoral indices  

All the indices of BSE 

have witnessed negative gains 

over the month. However, the 

losses registered by the BSE 

small-cap and mid-cap have 

exceeded those recorded by the 

BSE Sensex. Among the sectoral 

indices, the worst affected 

sectors have been Realty and 

Metals indices which have lost 

21% and 18%, respectively 

compared with the Sensex’s loss 

of 7% followed by Consumer 

Durables, Auto and IT (Table 

10.3). Amongst all the indices, 

the FMC index has registered 

gains pursued by Healthcare and 

Power.  

All the S&P Nifty indices have registered loses over the month. Nifty Junior, CNX IT 

and Midcap 50 have been the worst performers during the same period with losses of 10% (29% 

in the previous month), 9%(14%) and 7%(28%), respectively against the Nifty loss of 4.5% 

(26.4%)(Table 10.4).  

Table 10.3: Monthly Percentage Change in the Stock Indices of BSE 

November 
Index 

Base  
Year 

October
2008 

Closing

November 
2008 

Closing 
High Low 

Percentage 
Change  
for the  
Month 

SENSEX 1978-79 9788.1 9092.7 10945.4 8316.4 -7.10 
BSE Mid-Cap 2002-03 3200.0 2885.8 3545.6 2829.6 -9.82 
BSE Small-Cap 2002-03 3765.1 3304.6 4132.6 3279.3 -12.23 
BSE 100 1983-84 4954.0 4600.5 5556.2 4263.1 -7.14 
BSE 200 1989-90 1145.7 1062.4 1282.8 991.8 -7.27 
BSE 500 1998-99 3570.1 3295.6 3988.6 3097.9 -7.69 
       
BSE TECk Apr 02,2001 2161.5 2001.6 2274.6 1804.1 -7.39 
BSE PSU 1998-99 4564.9 4585.8 5264.7 4246.4 0.46 
BSE AUTO Feb 01,1999 2685.6 2330.6 2866.7 2227.1 -13.22 
BANKEX Jan 01,2002 5011.2 4645.4 5983.2 4298.7 -7.30 
BSE CG Feb 01,1999 7017.6 6387.3 8234.2 6115.4 -8.98 
BSE CD Feb 01,1999 2073.0 1793.6 2224.5 1710.1 -13.48 
BSE FMC Feb 01,1999 1799.8 1936.6 1998.7 1814.9 7.60 
BSE HC Feb 01,1999 2778.6 2887.8 3107.4 2697.4 3.93 
BSE IT Feb 01,1999 2861.9 2558.9 2993.0 2291.3 -10.59 
BSE METAL Feb 01,1999 5367.6 4383.4 6110.8 4155.6 -18.34 
BSE REALT Y 2005 1978.2 1561.0 2563.2 1507.8 -21.09 
BSE OIL&GASFeb 01,1999 6195.6 5618.2 6957.3 5202.1 -9.32 
BSE -POWER Jan 03,2005 1583.4 1631.7 1928.4 1452.4 3.05 
       
Dollex 30  1627.8 1490.0 1883.9 1353.5 -8.46 
Dollex 100  1038.1 949.9 1205.0 875.0 -8.49 
Dollar 200  386.4 353.0 447.7 327.7 -8.63 
Source: BSE (www.bseindia.com) 
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Table 10.4: Monthly Percentage Change in the Stock Indices of NSE 

November 
Index 

Base  
Year 

October 
2008 

Closing 

November 
2008 

Closing 
High Low 

Percentage  
change for  
the month 

S&P CNX Nifty 1995 2885.6 2755.1 3240.55 2502.9 -4.52 
CNX Midcap 2003 3506.4 3309.7 3884.70 3226.40 -5.61 
CNX Nifty Junior 1996 4291.3 3848.9 4937.65 3706.70 -10.31 
Nifty Midcap 50 2004 1254.9 1166.5 1433.50 1125.30 -7.04 
       
S&P CNX Defty 1995 2024.0 1905.3 2391.60 1717.7 -5.86 
       
S&P CNX 500 1994 2225.7 2093.1 2490.35 1955.3 -5.96 
CNX 100  2718.6 2574.8 3057.65 2361.65 -5.29 
       
CNX IT 1996* 2687.0 2450.0 2806.70 2161 -8.82 
BANK Nifty 2000 4521.7 4291.2 5431.9 3972.2 -5.10 
Memo Item       
India VIX  69.3 57.4 92.53 47.16 -17.14 
Note: *the base value has been changed from 1000 to 100 with effect from May 24, 2004 
Source: NSE (www.nseindia.com) 

 

FIIs’ operations 

The FIIs have been net sellers of equities of Rs (-) 2,598 crore with sales to the extent of 

Rs 33,014 crore and purchases of Rs 30,416 crore. The net FII outflows in the calendar year 

2008 till November has touched US $(-) 13,569 million or Rs (-) 54,737 crore while the inflows 

in the corresponding period of 2007 have stood at US $ US $15,852 million or Rs 65,907 crore. 

As per SEBI data as many as 64 new FIIs have registered in India since the global 

financial crisis broke out in September though the country’s stock and money markets still nurse 

fears of large-scale FII pullout from India. The months of September-November have seen 

registration of 204 new sub-accounts. 

On the recent trends in the secondary market, SEBI Chairman Mr Bhave has said that the 

evidence seems to be that leveraged FII investors were going out of the market. Institutional 

investors whose clients had leverage were also leaving the market. “But long-term funds like 

pension funds and university endowments are investing in the market. Lot of leverage is going 

out and equity is going into the hands of people who have patience.”  
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Short-selling 

Fears have been expressed in some quarters that FIIs’ offshore short selling may be at 

times responsible for the large losses in stock prices in the recent past. The SEBI’s position has 

been similar to that of the finance ministry, which too did not find that short selling was 

responsible for the market crash. In short selling, an investor sells a borrowed share. If the 

market goes down, the investor makes a profit as he can buy the stock at a lower price than the 

one at which he sold short. From October, SEBI has been posting scrip-wise data on short selling 

on its web site every week to improve transparency in the market. The SEBI Chairman has said 

that there was no evidence to blame short selling for the stock market slide since September. He 

further said that countries that had banned short selling had seen their markets dipping and most 

of them have restarted short selling. He has asserted that the prolonged fall in the markets was 

instead the results of the collapse of liquidity in international financial markets, the subsequent 

failure of financial entities and the consequent global recession that has set in.  

Mutual Funds  

In sync with the FIIs, mutual 

funds too have been net seller of 

equities in the secondary market to the 

extent of Rs (-) 373 crore with 

purchases of Rs 8,454 crore and sales of 

Rs 8,826 crore in November. As shown 

in Chart 10.A, in the beginning of the 

month, mutual funds have been buyers, 

subsequently, they have been sellers, 

while FIIs in contrast were sellers 

initially and later have turned buyers.  

There has been sharp decline in 

the amounts mobilised by the mutual funds in the current financial year as the assets under 

management (AUM) as on 30 November 2008 has dipped to Rs 402,029 crore as against Rs 

431,902 crore in October 2008 and as compared with November 2007, the AUM has slipped 

sharply by Rs 145,797 crore. The AUM of the mutual fund continues to fall in November as 

Chart 10.A : Daily Investment of FIIs and Mutual Funds 
(November 2008)
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corporates withdraw heavily from fixed maturity plans (FMPs) and liquid funds. Except Tata 

mutual fund and UTI mutual fund, the AUM of all other fund houses dipped drastically during 

the month. Of the total amount mobilised in November through new and existing schemes to the 

tune of Rs 331,926 crore, the liquid and money market schemes have mobilised Rs 259,603 

crore, that is, 78% of the total.  

Mutual Funds’ investments 

On whether investors had reason to be worried about their investments in fixed maturity 

plans (FMPs), Mr Bhave pointed out that mutual fund investments were subject to market risk. 

FMPs faced heavy withdrawals, prompting SEBI to ask the mutual funds to tell the regulator 

what the underlying assets were. “Our examination revealed that 90% of the assets that mutual 

funds bought were rated AAA or A1+. We have no evidence at present that mutual funds were in 

difficulty because their underlying investments were bad.” He, however, noted that mutual funds 

had liquidity issue and that fortunately in November the liquidity seems to have reversed. 

“Mutual funds in all had to borrow Rs 22,000 crore out of the window made available by RBI. 

Now I know the borrowing has gone down to Rs 4,000 crore. This is a good sign.”  

 

iii) Derivatives 

Despite increase in volatility in the underlying equity markets, the aggregate derivatives 

turnover on NSE has declined to Rs 745,356 crore from Rs 941,646 crore in October and the 

average daily turnover has dipped from Rs 47,082 crore in October to Rs 41,409 crore in 

November. Among the futures and options traded on NSE, futures continued to dominate with 

stock futures accounting for 60% of the total derivatives turnover in November as in October 

(Table 10.5). 

The ratio of derivatives turnover to the spot market turnover has slipped from about 4.4 in 

October to 4.3 in November, as the derivatives market turnover has decreased at a faster rate than 

that of spot market (Table 10.5). 

Put-call ratio (PCR) of the stock options market on the NSE increased to 0.29 in October 

2008, from 0.14 in January 2008. The rise in the ratio reflects a bearish sentiment in the market, 

whereby sellers have outnumbered buyers since the beginning of the year.  
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Table 10.5: Business Growth of F&O Segment of NSE (Amount in Rs crore) 

Month/Year 
Index 

Futures 
Stock 

Futures 

Total 
Futures 
Trading 

Index 
Options 

Stock 
Options 

Total 
Options 
Trading 

Grand 
Total 

Average 
Daily 

Turnover 

Ratio of 
Derivatives 
Turnover  

to Equity (%) 
1513791 2791721 4305512 338469 180270 518739 4824251 19220 3.07 2005-06 

(31.4) (57.9) (89.2) (7.0) (3.7) (10.8)    
2539574 3830967 6370541 791906 193795 985701 7356242 29543 3.78 

2006-07 
(34.5) (52.1) (86.6) (10.8) (2.6) (13.4)    

3820667 7548563 11369231 1362111 359137 1721247 13090478 30814 3.69 
2007-08 (29.2) (57.7) (86.9) (10.4) (2.5) (13.2)    
2008-09          

280100 336901 617001 133565 15865 149430 Apr-08 
(36.5) (44.0) (80.5) (17.4) (2.1) (19.5) 

766431 38322 2.83 

267641 380161 647801 129067 21040 150107 
May-08 (33.5) (47.6) (81.1) (16.2) (2.6) (18.8) 797908 39895 2.87 

377939 375987 753926 308709 21430 330139 
Jun-08 (47.4) (47.1) (94.5) (38.7) (2.7) (41.4) 1084064 51622 4.10 

395380 382601 777981 357209 24985 382193 
Jul-08 

(49.6) (48.0) (97.5) (44.8) (3.1) (47.9) 
1160174 50442 3.92 

300449 324011 624460 312102 20883 332985 
Aug-08 (31.4) (33.8) (65.2) (32.6) (2.2) (34.8) 957445 47872 4.09 

380198 332729 712926 461623 23323 484946 
Sep-08 (31.7) (27.8) (59.5) (38.5) (1.9) (40.5) 1197872 57042 4.57 

324962 239264 564226 364510 12911 377421 
Oct-08 

(34.5) (25.4) (59.9) (38.7) (1.4) (40.1) 
941646 47082 4.36 

256950 187211 444161 292134 9061 301195 
Nov-08 (34.5) (25.1) (59.6) (39.2) (1.2) (40.4) 745356 41409 4.31 

Note: Figures in bracket are% to total. 
Source: www.nseindia.com 

 

Decline in stock futures share 

The share of single-stock futures has declined in past few months indicating shrinking 

interest in share-specific movements. With the domestic market tracing the trend in global 

equities rather than technical or fundamental factors, analysts opine that there has been a 

reluctance to take a longer-term view on the market, at least through single-stock futures and this 

has driven up the impact cost, which is making trading unprofitable. The impact cost is the cost 

of executing a transaction on stock exchanges and it tends to rise when the liquidity is low. 

Given the higher volatility of late, analysts opine investors are restricting their bets on the market 

through Nifty options or futures, instead of stock futures.  

Deactivation of terminals  

The NSE deactivated trading terminals of 95 broker members in the equity derivatives 

segment in October, for their failure to meet margin obligations. This is nearly 11% of the total 
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strength of 885 members on NSE. This is the second-highest number of deactivations in a single 

month, after January this year when 372 brokers’ terminals were deactivated.  

Possible revision of lot size 

The NSE may revise the lot size of future contracts as the market slump has pulled the 

value of the contract size below the prescribed level of Rs 2 lakh. About 93% of 265 contracts 

have slipped below the minimum contract value mandated by the SEBI. Only 19 stock futures 

are trading above Rs 2 lakh. The increase in the contract size may be required to stop speculators 

from a possible shorting of the futures market at a lower cost.  

Participant wise turnover 

The participant 

wise turnover on NSE 

shows that retail 

investors continue to 

dominate the F&O 

segment even after the 

meltdown in the stock 

markets (Table 10.6).  

 

 

FIIs operations 

Table 10.7: Daily Trends in FII Derivative Trades (Amt in Crores) 
November 

Particulars No. of 
contracts  Buy Sell 

Amt in 
Crore 

Percentage to  
Total Derivatives 

Turnover 

Percentage to  
Total Derivatives 

Turnover in 
October 

Percentage to  
Total Derivatives  

Turnover in 
September 

Index Futures 3557496 25957 24061 50018 6.71 9.45 8.36 
Index Options 896505 6095 6667 12762 1.71 2.60 2.41 
Stock Futures 2948829 15730 15422 31152 4.18 5.34 5.02 
Stock Options 28571 236 89 326 0.04 0.04 0.20 
Source: www.sebi.gov.in 

 

Table 10.6: Participant wise Turnover in the F&O Segment 
Sep-08 Oct-08 

Participant Gross  
Trading Volume 

(Rs. crore) 

% of  
Total 

Gross  
Trading Volume 

(Rs. crore) 

% of 
Total 

Proprietary (PRO) 743085 31.02 614734 32.64 
Foreign Institutional Investors (FII) 192971 8.05 165215 8.77 
Mutual Funds (MF) 28803 1.20 24074 1.28 
Others 1430886 59.73 1079270 57.31 
Total 2395745 100 1883292 100 
Notes: 1.Both buy and sell value have been calculated as Options Value (Buy/Sell) = 
(Premium Strike price) ×Qty Futures Value (Buy/Sell) = Traded Price × Qty. 
2.PRO amount calculated for all codes where Client code was the same as TM code. 
3.Others include all clients other than PRO, MF, FII 
Source: NSE News 
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In sync with their operations in the cash market, the FIIs have reduced their exposure in 

the derivatives market. The share of FIIs in the aggregate derivatives turnover has declined in 

November 2008 to Rs 94,258 crore from Rs 164,137 crore in October (Table 10.7).  

NSE volatility index (VIX)  

The VIX, a volatility index based on the 

Nifty 50 Index Option prices, has touched an all-

time peak of 90 in intra-day trades exceeding the 

earlier phases of volatility implying the heightened 

uncertainty among investors. VIX is calculated 

from the best bid-ask prices of Nifty 50 Options 

contracts, which indicates the expected market 

volatility over the next 30 calendar days (Chart 

10.B). VIX has doubled in November so far to an 

average of 68% from September. The index 

touched the year’s high of 85% on November 17. Given the higher volatility of late, analysts 

opine investors are restricting their bets on the market through Nifty options or futures, instead of 

stock futures.  

VIX normally has an inverse 

relationship with the market. When the 

markets rise, investors get more 

complacent, which is reflected in lower 

prices paid to buy protection-using 

options; that is, the markets lower their 

expectations of volatility when the stock 

indices are rising. When the market 

corrects, on the other hand, volatility 

expectations rise, or higher prices are 

paid to buy protection-using options. The Chart 10.C shows that the VIX and Nifty index have 

moved in tandem and the high value of the VIX touched during the month indicates that the 

Chart 10.B: Closing Movements of India VIX 
(Based on the Best Bid-Ask Prices of Nifty 50 

Options Contracts)
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Chart 10.C: Movement of NSE Nifty and India VIX
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investors perceive a significant risk of large price changes, causing option premiums to become 

costly.  

 

Corporate Debt Market 

Table 10.8: Profile of Major Commercial Bond Issues for the Month of November 2008. 
Sr 
No

Issuing Company /  
Rating 

Nature of instrumentCoupon in% per annum and tenor Amount in 
Rs. crore 

FIs / Banks 

1 Corporation Bank 
AAA by Crisil 

Lower Tier II Bonds10.80% for 10 years. 200 

2 
AXIS Bank 
AAA by Fitch Lower Tier II Bonds10.75% for 10 years. 1500 

3 
IDBI Bank Ltd 
AA+ by Icra, Crisil & Fitch 

Bonds 
11.35% & 11.30% for  
5 years & 10 years, respectively. 

250 

4 
Housing Development  
Finance Corp Ltd 
AAA by Crisil 

Bonds 11.95% for 10 years. 1200 

Central undertaking 

1 Power Finance Corp Ltd 
AAA by Icra, Crisil 

Bonds 11.40%, 11.30% & 11.25% for 5 years, 
7 years & 10 years, respectively. 

250 

2 
Rural Electrification Corp Ltd  
AAA by Icra, Crisil 

Bonds 
11.45%, 11.45% & 11.50% for  
18 months, 24 months & 60 months,  
respectively. 

300 

3 
NTPC Ltd 
AAA by Crisil 

Bonds 11% for 10 years. 500 

Corporates 

1 Reliance Industries Ltd 
AA by Crisil, Fitch 

Bonds 10.45% for 5 years 1000 

   Total 5200 
Source: Various Media Sources 

 

With the drying up of external sources of funds due to the freezing of credit lines in 

international markets, the mobilisations from corporate bonds in the domestic market jumped to 

Rs 5,200 crore in November from Rs 1,380 crore in October (Table 10.8). Apart from the banks 

and financial institutions, the central PSUs and corporates too tapped the market. For instance, 

Reliance Industries accessed the market, as it preferred the bond route, which turned out to be 

cheaper than banks loans as their prime lending rates were higher than the prevailing bond 

yields. Due to the decline in yields on gilt-edged securities and rise in corporate bonds of 

corresponding maturities, the spread between them widened reflecting the heightened 

uncertainty. Despite an improvement in liquidity, the yields ruled higher. For instance, Housing 
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Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) had to offer 11.95% for 10 years in November while 

in September for the same maturity, it had offered only 11.25%.  

Changes in terms of foreign borrowings 

The finance ministry has changed the definition of the relevant date and the way base 

pricing is calculated for issue of foreign currency convertible bonds (FCCBs) and equity shares 

under global depository receipts (GDRs) and American depository receipts (ADRs). Now, the 

relevant date for computing the issue price is the day on which the company’s board of directors 

decides to issue shares to foreign investors. Previously, it has been thirty days prior to the date on 

which the shareholders’ meeting has been held, which takes a long time after the board’s 

decision is taken. The second change relates to the issue price. Now, companies can price their 

issues based on the average of the weekly high and low of the two weeks prior to the relevant 

date. Previously, it has been either the weekly average of the last six months before the relevant 

date or the weekly average of the two weeks immediately preceding the relevant date.  

ECB norms relaxation 

After non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) that do not depend on deposits, finance 

companies that accept deposits have approached regulators for relaxation in the external 

commercial borrowing (ECB) norms. The move comes in the wake of the cap on the interest 

rate, which is affecting their fund-raising plans through this route. LIC Housing Finance has 

already received interest from certain institutions that are ready to extend loans worth Rs 1,000 

crore through the ECB route, but at a market-determined interest rates. Existing RBI guidelines 

allow deposit-taking NBFCs to raise resources up to 50% of their net-owned funds for up to 

three years. However, the regulator has capped the interest rates on such loans at 200 basis points 

above the six-month Libor. Similarly, based on the proposals, a deposit-taking asset finance 

company has approached the regulator for a reprieve on the interest rate ceiling.  

Government Securities Market 

i) Primary Market 

Central dated securities 

In November, the government mobilised Rs 29,000 crore including the deferred auction 

in October as well as advancing the December month auction as against the scheduled calendar 
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of issuances Rs 16,000 crore. However, as part of the RBI’s liquidity enhancing measures, the 

MSS bonds were unwounded preceding dated securities auctions thereby nullifying the impact of 

these massive mobilisations on the market. The cut-off yields set for all the auctions were much 

below their previous (re-) issuances reflecting RBI’s preference for softer yields; in case of 

longer term securities with maturities 13-year and 26-year saw a sharp decline while short-term 

maturities saw relatively less decline. In the first dated securities held on November 7, the issue 

has been allowed to be partly devolved on primary dealers. During the month, state governments 

raised Rs 8,170 crore by offering yields in the range of 7.77-8.54% against a range of 7.97-

8.89% offered in October (Table 10.9).  

 

Table 10.9: Details of Central Government Market Borrowing 
(Amount in Rs Crore) 

Competitive  
Bids Received 

Competitive  
Bids Accepted Date of 

Auction 
Nomenclature 

of Loan 
Type of 
Auction 

Notified 
Amount 

NumberAmountNumberAmount

Indicative  
YTM at cut-

off price 
(in%) 

Devolvement  
on Primary 

Dealers 
(Rs crore) 

06-Nov-08 6.65%2009 MSS 5000 151 13142 68 5000 6.78% 
 (Rs.99.94) 

NIL 

06-Nov-08 5.48% 2009 MSS 5000 98 8670 63 5000 6.82%  
(Rs. 99.23) 

NIL 

07-Nov-08 8.24% 2018 Normal 6000 349 15697 138 5985 7.73%  
(Rs. 103.39) 

NIL 

07-Nov-08 8.28% 2032 Normal 4000 236 8790 71 2765 8.44%  
(Rs. 98.33) 

1228 

12-Nov-08 6.65% 2009 MSS 5000 122 10510 47 5000 6.78%  
(Rs. 99.94) 

NIL 

12-Nov-08 5.87% 2009 MSS 5000 98 8439 48 5000 6.88%  
(Rs. 98.92) 

NIL 

14-Nov-08 7.56% 2014 Normal 6000 288 18418 96 5996 7.38%  
(Rs. 100.86) 

NIL 

14-Nov-08 7.95% 2032 Normal 4000 298 11797 35 3994 8.23%  
(Rs. 97.21) 

NIL 

20-Nov-08 5.87% 2010 MSS 4000 62 7618 52 3368 6.61%  
(Rs. 99.22) 

NIL 

20-Nov-08 7.55% 2010 MSS 5000 59 6006 37 5000 6.71% 
 (Rs. 101.15) 

NIL 

21-Nov-08 7.56% 2014 Normal 6000 204 10524 161 5991 7.16%  
(Rs. 101.90) 

NIL 

21-Nov-08 7.94% 2021 Normal 3000 218 7865 58 2988 7.42% 
 (Rs. 104.20) 

NIL 

Source: RBI Press Releases 
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Treasury bills 

In sync with the fall in secondary market gilt-edged yields, the yields across TBs eased 

over the month. Yet, the yields weighted average yield on 91-day TBs at 7.30% exceeded that on 

182-day at 7.13% and 364-day TBs at 7.23% implying that the curve continued to remain 

inverted (Tables 10.10).  

 

Table 10.10: Auctions of Treasury Bills  
(Rs crore) 

Bids Received Bids Accepted 
Total Face  

Value 
Total Face  

Value 
Date of 
Auction 

Notified 
Amt No. 

Competitive 
No. 

Competitive 

Range of 
Yield 

Weighted 
Average 

Yield 
Price (in%)

91-Day Treasury Bills  
Apr-08 14500 407 25369 212 12000 6.94-7.44 7.31 
May-08 13000 492 34482 270 13000 7.31-7.48 7.39 
Jun-08 8500 297 17013 181 8500 7.56-8.73 7.79 
Jul-08 10000 431 23546 145 7000 8.81-9.11 9.06 

Aug-08 14000 560 41848 249 14000 9.06-9.36 9.20 
Sep-08 15500 462 38791 207 15500 8.56-9.02 8.79 
Oct-08 25000 721 48641 330 20500 8.86-7.19 7.97 
Nov-08 20000 549 48067 306 20000 7.14-7.39 7.30 

182-Day Treasury Bills  
Apr-08 3500 129 4758 30 1000 7.19-7.60 7.39 
May-08 3500 221 9733 75 3500 7.45-7.58 7.53 
Jun-08 1000 93 2759 35 1000 7.68-9.16 8.42 
Jul-08 3000 167 8155 67 3000 9.32-9.34 9.33 

Aug-08 3000 177 8583 71 3000 9.30-9.32 9.31 
Sep-08 4500 190 13849 48 4500 8.77-9.08 8.94 
Oct-08 6000 351 14493 107 4500 7.38-9.01 8.14 
Nov-08 4000 196 11888 42 4000 7.06-7.21 7.13 

364-Day Treasury Bills  
Apr-08 4000 197 9433 99 4000 7.37-7.69 7.53 
May-08 4500 275 13741 110 4500 7.55-7.66 6.69 
Jun-08 2000 147 5596 59 2000 7.61-8.25 7.93 
Jul-08 5000 371 17751 89 5000 9.17-9.56 9.44 

Aug-08 6500 432 28302 103 6500 9.18-9.56 9.34 
Sep-08 5000 281 18421 82 5000 8.80-8.86 8.85 
Oct-08 4000 284 15997 52 4000 7.40-8.45 7.92 
Nov-08 4000 221 14045 38 4000 7.07-7.37 7.23 
Source: Weekly Statistical Supplement, RBI 

 

ii) Secondary Market 

It’s for the first time in the current financial year so far that the weekly average turnover of dated 

securities touched a peak of Rs 58,591 crore reflecting the better liquidity situation as well as 
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improved market sentiments spurred by falling inflation rate evoking expectations of further 

monetary easing measures. These sentiments were further reinforced with evidences of slowing 

economic activity despite better than expected GDP first quarter results. The investment-deposit 

ratio for all scheduled commercial banks ruled around 30% in November, though the RBI 

reduced the mandatory SLR rate by 1% to 24% in order to promote banks to increase their credit 

portfolios.  

The yield curve is a leading indicator of a given phase in the business cycle in developed 

countries, but in India the picture appears more complex; though the macroeconomic 

fundamentals appear to be faltering, the yield curve turned somewhat upward sloping, which 

reflects differing maturity preferences of improvement in the long run. The spread between one-

year and 10-year papers narrowed from 58 basis points in the first week of the month to 25 basis 

points in the last while the spread between same 10-year paper and 24-year paper widened from 

48 basis points to 58 basis points.  

The SEBI is considering allowing exchange-traded interest rate futures (IRFs) in January 

2009. The regulator is also in view of launching an exchange-traded corporate bond market in a 

couple of months. SEBI whole time member T C Nair opine that, IRFs would help in moderating 

the costs of funds besides enabling financial sector entities to hedge their interest rate risk The 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said in its mid-term monetary policy review in October that IRF 

contracts would be launched in early 2009 along with the supporting changes in the regulatory 

regime. The plan is to introduce these contracts based on the 10-year government bond yield and 

would allow FIIs to take only long positions. The overall limit for FIIs would be capped at $4.7 

billion.  

 

iii) Inter category transactions 

As per the inter-category data published by the Clearing Corporation of India Limited 

(CCIL) for NDS reported trades, foreign banks’ share in total turnover has increased from 44% 

in March 2008 to 47% in November 2008 but decreased from 51% in October. However, the 

share of primary dealers has dipped sharply from 11% in March to 2% in November. Similarly, 

the share of insurance companies has dwindled from 8.7% to 0.2%; even the share of co-

operative banks has slipped from around 3.3% to 1.6% (Table 10.11).  
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Table 10.11: Inter-Category Wise NDS Reported Outright Trade of Central Government 
(Buy side) November 2008 

Sellers 
Buyer  
Category Foreign 

Banks 

Private 
Sector 
Banks 

Public 
Sector 
Banks 

Mutual 
Funds 

Primary 
Dealers 

Coop 
Banks 

FIs 
Ins. 
Cos 

Others
Total

% of total 
market  
share in 

November 

% of total 
market 
share in 
March 

Foreign Banks 48.92 8.20 8.43 0.60 31.16 0.13 2.57 0.00 0.00 100 46.82 43.48 
Mutual Funds 53.30 12.82 26.81 2.33 4.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 12.92 2.40 
Primary Dealers 69.52 0.00 24.60 0.00 5.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 2.08 11.20 
Co-op Banks 15.32 1.92 63.21 0.00 19.16 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 1.57 3.32 
FIs 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 1.20 0.00 
Ins. Cos 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 0.15 8.67 
Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 0.02 0.99 
Private Sector 
Banks 34.95 2.60 17.16 0.84 41.48 1.79 0.00 1.18 0.00 100 17.86 12.64 

Public Sector 
Banks 

27.45 3.99 26.51 4.33 36.34 0.00 0.00 1.39 0.00 100 17.38 17.31 

Source: CCIL Rakshitra – December 2008 

 

Money Market 

After a long gap, the short-term money market 

rates ruled within the informal corridor set by the repo rate 

(7.50%) and reverse repo rate (6%) except for a few 

aberrations. The standard deviation (SD), a measure of 

volatility, fell in November to 2.46 from 3.86 in October, 

but in the later half of the month, the SD dipped to 0.25 in 

the week ending November 21(Table 10.12).  

The month began with weighted averages of call 

rates dipping from a peak of 17.54% on November 1 to 

6.99% on November 3 following the array of liquidity- 

enhancing measures announced by the RBI. Despite dated 

security auction coinciding with the first reporting Friday 

of the month, the overnight rate slipped to 5.88% on November 7 as the liquidity remained in 

surplus due to injections through MSS and subdued demand from banks to cover their positions. 

Thereafter, the call rates firmed up and ruled in a range of 5.14-7.81% as auction of the deferred 

dated security in October has been conducted. With further RBI measures, the overnight rate 

ruled below 7% until November 26, that is, in the range of 6.26-6.96%. Even on the second 

reporting Friday, November 21, the overnight rate ruled at 6.37%, as there has been subdued 

Table 10.12: Weighted Averages of 
Daily Call Rates in% Per Annum 

Month/Week Simple 
Mean * 

Standard 
Deviation 

October 2008 
All five weeks 10.21 3.86 
31 11.77 4.24 
24 (RF)* 5.80 0.98 
17 8.81 1.60 
10 (RF)* 11.84 3.92 
3 14.25 2.09 
November 2008 
All four weeks 7.17 2.46 
28 6.27 1.15 
21 (RF)* 6.56 0.25 
14 7.09 1.11 
7 (RF)* 8.59 4.43 
* Including data for reporting Fridays (RF).
$ Based on original unrounded figures. 
Source: RBI press releases 
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demand for funds. Following the closure of the short-term money markets due to terror attacks in 

Mumbai, low call rates were reported at 4.25% due to marginal activity in the market, but rose to 

5.57% on November 29. With the increased supply of securities, the turnover in Collateralised 

Borrowing and Lending Obligation (CBLO) and repo increased while that of call market 

declined in November (Table 10.13).  

 

Table 10.13: Comparison of Call, Overnight CBLO and Repo rates 
Weighted Average Rates (In%) Daily Average Volumes (Rs. crore) Week 

Ending Call Overnight CBLO Repo Call Overnight CBLO Repo 
Apr-08 6.06 5.00 5.45 11311 38828 14966 
May-08 6.63 6.13 6.29 11080 36326 14729 
Jun-08 7.75 7.34 7.55 12592 35774 11262 
Jul-08 8.76 7.97 8.22 14118 23669 8592 
Aug-08 9.04 8.54 8.63 13407 22110 10454 
Sep-08 10.47 8.92 8.96 13225 20547 10654 
Oct-08 10.10 7.84 8.45 15853 16818 9591 
Nov-08 7.31 5.99 6.64 12700 24379 15191 
Source: CCIL Rakshitra, Various Issues 

 

Reverse repo and repo under RBI’s LAF 

Given the strained liquidity situation, the RBI embarked on expanding the basket of 

channels through which liquidity has been injected under the LAF. Apart from usual repo and 

reverse repo under LAF and the second LAF, liquidity for mutual funds and NBFCs has been 

injected under special fixed rate repo and under forex swap facility for banks with international 

operations. It has been after a gap of four months that the average reverse repo absorptions 

exceeded injections through repo reflecting the improved liquidity situation. The aggregate repo 

bids tendered and accepted under various schemes were at Rs 137,055 crore while reverse repo 

bids were at Rs 217,910 crore (Table 10.14). Of the total repo injections, Rs 11,220 crore were 

infused for extending credit lines for mutual funds and NBFCs and Rs 1,040 crore under the 

forex swap facility. In addition, under special refinance facility under section 17 (3B) of the RBI 

Act 1934, all scheduled commercial banks have been provided refinance and in November, the 

limit amounted to Rs 56,075 crore, while the actual utilization has been unknown. The turnover 

in repo outside RBI rose to Rs 363,370 crore in November as compared Rs 226,873 crore in 

October given the improved liquidity situation.  
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Table10.14: Repo/Reverse Repo Amount Tendered under RBI's LAF 
(Amount in Rs Crore) 

Repo (Injection) Reverse Repo (Absorption)Week 
Tendered Accepted 

Rate% 
Tendered Accepted 

Rate% Outstanding 
Amount 

Apr-08 400 400 7.75 566830 566830 6.00 4270 
May-08 69520 69520 7.75 355035 355035 6.00 -9600 
Jun-08 299415 299415 7.75/8.00/8.50 105080 105080 6.00 -22505 
Jul-08 647630 647630 8.50 25695 25695 6.00 -2985 
Aug-08 410750 410750 9.00 7220 7220 6.00 120 
Sep-08 753025 753025 9.00 4520 4520 6.00 -90075 
Oct-08 878005 878005 8.00/9.00 159535 159535 6.00 -73590 
Nov-08 137055 137055 8.00 217910 217910 6.00 -9880 
Source: RBI Weekly Statistical Supplement (WSS) 

 

On 14 November 2008, RBI released draft guidelines on uniform accounting for repo and 

reverse repo transactions. As per the statement, the liabilities on account of repo borrowing 

would be included in the net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) calculation for maintenance of 

cash reserve ratio (CRR). However, inter-bank repo transactions would continue to be netted, as 

hitherto. The amendment in the accounting norms would bring such transactions on to the 

balance sheet of the repo participants in its true economic sense, thus enhancing transparency.  

 

Foreign Exchange Market 

Despite the RBI introducing a number measures to improve the rupee as well as dollar 

liquidity as well as subdued capital outflows following mixed performance of stock markets, the 

rupee-dollar exchange rate in November depreciated marginally due to the fears of US seeping 

into recession. However, it was short- lived and the rate edged up somewhat. The foreign 

currency outflows were lower at $ 5,077 million in November as compared to $ 30,874 million 

in October; even the FII outflows were lower at $ 644 million against $ 3,805 million. The 

pressure on banks with overseas operations eased on November 7 as RBI allowed forex swaps to 

them with tenors up to three months, which could be funded through rupee borrowing under LAF 

repo for the corresponding period. Further, housing finance companies (HFCs) registered with 

the National Housing Bank (NHB) were permitted to raise short-term foreign currency 

borrowings. Even the buyback of foreign currency convertible bonds were allowed. Further, the 

interest rates on foreign currency deposits were increased by 75 basis points.  
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Against the backdrop of various monetary measures and surging domestic stock markets, 

the rupee dollar exchange rate appreciated from Rs 48.96 on November 3 to Rs 47.18 on 

November 5, the highest surge in recent times. With the measures to improve dollar liquidity, the 

expectations of further rupee depreciation were arrested and exporters began bringing in their 

receivables, which led the rupee to move in a range of Rs 47.32 –47.96 until November 11. Due 

to negative sentiments in the non-delivery forward (NDF) market, the rupee fell below the Rs 50 

mark; with weaknesses in stock markets, the rupee touched Rs 49.74 on November 19 and 

further to the lowest level of Rs 50.52 on November 20, but as the RBI intervened in the market, 

it rose to Rs 50.03 on the very next trading day. With bulk inflows related to specific corporate 

actions, the rupee rose to Rs 49.85 on November 26. Following the terror attacks, the market 

remained closed on November 27 and reopened on November 28 which saw limited trading due 

to looming fears of adverse consequences; nevertheless, the rupee stayed put at Rs 49.84.  

As shown in Chart 10.D, there is 

some distinct relationship between the BSE 

Sensex and the rupee-dollar exchange rate 

movements. The BSE Sensex started falling 

due to number of factors as enumerated in 

this chapter earlier, such as FIIs continuing to 

remain net sellers except for a few occasions 

when they were net buyers during the month.  

As shown in Table 10.15, the Indian 

rupee has appreciated against the euro, British pound and South African Rand. But it has 

depreciated against Euro, Japanese Yen, Chinese Yuan, US Dollar and Hong Kong Dollar.  

As per CCIL data, the forex settlement volume has taken a set back in November. In 

dollar terms, the daily average turnover has slipped to $18,045 in November from $20179 

million in October as in rupee terms, the daily turnover has fallen from Rs 95,152 crore to Rs 

862,80 crore (Table 10.16).  

 

 

Chart 10 D: Movement of the BSE Sensex and Rupee-
dollar Exchange Rate (November 2008)
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Table 10.15: Exchange Rate for Rupee 
Countries 31-Mar-08 31-Oct-08 28-Nov-08 %Change %Change 

1 2 3 4 (4 out of 3) (4 out of2) 
Euro 63.20 62.83 63.43 -0.95 -0.36 
Japanese Yen* 39.93 50.10 52.33 -4.25 -23.69 
British Pound 79.48 79.66 76.43 4.22 3.98 
US Dollar 39.97 49.25 49.84 -1.18 -19.80 
Swiss Franc 40.22 42.70 41.20 3.66 -2.38 
Chinese Yuan 5.69 7.22 7.29 -1.05 -21.91 
Indonesian Rupiah* 0.43 0.45 0.41 9.21 5.73 
South Korean Won* 4.03 3.81 3.36 13.45 19.90 
Malaysian Ringgit 12.54 13.82 13.78 0.34 -8.98 
Pakistan Rupee 0.64 0.60 0.63 -4.57 0.79 
Singapore Dollar 28.97 33.26 33.07 0.58 -12.40 
South African Rand 4.93 4.87 4.92 -0.94 0.34 
SriLanka Rupee 0.37 0.45 0.45 -0.59 -18.17 
Thai Baht 1.27 1.42 1.41 0.39 -9.91 
Hong Kong Dollar 5.14 6.35 6.43 -1.18 -20.14 
Source: -www.imf.org, Hong Kong dollar: - www.fxstreet.com, * For 100 units 

 

Forward market operations 

Table10.17: Sale/ Purchase of U.S Dollar by the RBI (US $ Million) 
Foreign Currency Total 

Year /  
Month Purchase (+) Sale (-) Net 

Cumulative  
Amount for Each 

Financial Year 

Outstanding  
Net Forward Sales (-) / 

Purchase (+) at the  
end of the period 

Short  
Positions (-) 

Long  
Positions (+)

2005-06 15239 7096.12 (+) 8143 (+) 8143 0 0 0 
2006-07 26824 - (+) 26824 (+) 26824 0 0 0 
2007-08 79696 1493 (+) 78203 (+) 78203 (+) 14735 @ 0 15320 @ 
2008-09        
Apr-08 4325 - (+) 4325 (+) 4325 (+) 17095 0 17095 
May-08 1625 1477 (+) 148 (+) 4473 (+) 15470 0 15470 
Jun-08 1770 6999 (-) 5229 (-) 756 (+) 13700 0 13700 
Jul-08 3580 9900 (-) 6320 (-) 7076 (+) 11910 0 11910 

Aug-08 3770 2560 (+) 1210 (-) 5866 (+) 9925 100 10025 
Sep-08 2695 6479 (-) 3784 (-) 9650 (+) 2300 5780 8080 
Oct-08 1960 20626 (-) 18666 (-) 28316 (+) 90 6030 6120 

(+): Implies Purchase including purchase leg under swaps and outright forwards. 
(-): Implies Sales including sale leg under swaps and outright forwards. 
@: This discrepancy as per source. 
Source: RBI 

 

As for RBI’s forward transactions in October 2008, while it is difficult to decipher their 

objectives in holding differing short (sale) and long (purchase) positions, the data suggest that 

the central bank is struggling to maintain a fine balance between the two so much so that the net 

forward position has been reduced to an unusually meagre level (+ $90 million). However, 
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maturity-wise, while purchase positions dominate short-term maturities, sale positions do so in 

longer term ones (Table 10.17).  

 

Forward premia 

With widening interest 

rate differential following a 

sharp rate cut by the US fed 

rates and relatively less 

reduction in domestic 

benchmark rates, the forward 

premia for dollars firmed up. 

However, the one-month premia 

ruled higher than the premia for 

three-month and six-month 

maturities. 

 

Currency Futures 

Within a month of its operation, the total 

turnover on MCX_SX at Rs 22,545 crore exceeded 

the turnover on NSE at Rs 15,969 crore while the 

turnover CDX of BSE ruled at Rs 57 crore (Table 

10.18). MCX-SX for the first time overtook NSE 

turnover on November 11 and it has been a neck-to-

neck race ever since between the two exchanges. 

According to the SEBI data, 1,030 entities have registered either as trading or clearing members. 

Of this, NSE had managed to attract 470 entities, MCX 403 members and BSE has 157 

members.  

 

 

Table 10.18: Trading in Exchange Traded  
Currency Futures 

October November 

Exchanges No of  
Contracts

Notional 
 Value  

(in crore) 

No. of  
contacts  

Notional 
Value  

(in crore) 
MCX-SX 1119968 5521 2870141 22545 
NSE 2451802 11142 3233679 15969 
BSE 167793 794 11495 57 
Source: BSE, NSE, MCX-CX websites. 

Chart10.E: Rupee-Dollar Exchange Rate and Forward Premia 
Movement (November 2008)
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Participant wise turnover 

The participant wise turnover 

shows that the share of individual 

investors in the gross trading volume 

has declined from 28% in September 

to 26% in October. Similarly, the 

share of banks has fallen from 9.1% 

to 7.5% and that of public and private 

companies fell from 17% to 13%, 

while that of other trading members increased from 46% to 54%.  

 

Commodities Futures Market  

Table 10.20: Monthly Turnover of Commodity Exchanges 
(Amount in Rs. crore) 

Commodity Exchange 
Apr-Nov 08 

Turnover 
Sept-08 

Turnover 
Oct-08 

Turnover 
Nov-08 

Turnover 
Nov-07 

Turnover 
2888994 454950 357183 292873 292075 1 Multi Commodity Exchange  

of India Limited, Mumbai  (MCX) (87.1) (90.1) (89.9) (88.9) (83.2) 
21275 2605 2598 3134 1111 2 National Multi-Commodity Exchange 

of India Limited, Ahmedabad (NMCE) (0.6) (0.5) (0.7) (1.0) (0.3) 
374419 44099 34994 30132 46055 3 National Commodity & Derivatives  

Exchange Ltd. Mumbai (NCDEX) (11.3) (8.7) (8.8) (9.1) (13.1) 
7105 282 168 983 1655 4 Chamber of Commerce,  

Hapur (0.2) (0.1) (0.0) (0.3) (0.5) 
12326 953 881 849 8649 5 National Board of Trade,  

Indore (NBT) (0.4) (0.2) (0.2) (0.3) (2.5) 
3316208 504847 397473 329444 351100 Total  (including others)* 

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
Note: * Total includes the monthly turnover of the remaining 18 commodity exchanges. 
Figures in brackets denotes percentage share in the total turnover. 
Source: FMC (www.fmc.gov.in) 

 

There has been a sharp decline in the commodity futures trading with the turnover on 

Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX); the National Commodity & Derivatives Exchange 

(NCDEX) has dipped while that on National Multi Commodity Exchange (NMCE) has 

increased. Turnover on these three national futures exchanges represent over 95% of the 

country’s commodity futures space, declined 17% in November because of the volatility in 

Table 10.19: Participant wise Turnover in the  
Currency Futures Segment 

Sep-08 Oct-08 

Participants Gross trading 
volume  

(Rs crore) 

% of 
total 

Gross trading 
volume  

(Rs crore) 

% of 
total 

Banks-Trading Members 1051 9.12 1665 7.47 
Others-Trading Members 5284 45.85 12047 54.06 
Public & Private Companies/
Bodies Corporate 1952 16.93 2819 12.65 

Individuals  3239 28.1 5753 25.82 
Total 11526 100 22284 100 
Source: NSE News, October 2008. 
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global commodity prices. The three national commodities exchanges recorded a total turnover of 

Rs 326,140 crore in November this year as compared to Rs 394,775 crore in October (Table 

10.15). MCX and NCDEX witnessed a fall of (-) 18% and (-) 14% in their turnover, respectively.  

Lapse of suspension of futures ban 

Around six-month-old suspension of futures trading in four agriculture commodities 

lapsed on 30 November without any formal notification by the government for extension of the 

suspension. The government had suspended trading in soy oil, chickpea, rubber and potato in 

May to rein in rising prices. Commodity markets regulator Forward Market Commission (FMC) 

allowed exchanges to restart trade in the four suspended commodities from December 8. The 

business volume of NCDEX is expected to rise significantly following the launch of refined soy 

oil contract. The volume of NCDEX had fell by over 50% after the government had suspended 

futures trading in four agricultural commodities for four months which was later extended till 

November 30. The volume stood at Rs 34,994 crore in October against Rs 47,351 crore in April 

2008.  

Commodity-wise turnover  

 

Table10.21: Commodity-wise turnover 
8-Oct 8-Nov 

Commodity Trading on 
all exchanges

(Rs. Cr) 

Percentage 
to 

total turnover

Trading on 
all exchanges

(Rs. Cr) 

Percentage 
to 

total turnover
Metal 
Gold 170009 42.8 138266 42 
Silver 69815 17.6 49597 15.1 
Copper 40189 10.1 34957 10.6 
Zinc 6853 1.7 6240 1.9 
Nickel 3139 0.8 2831 0.9 
Lead 4155 1 4540 1.4 
Crude Oil 61388 15.4 54211 16.5 
Agricultural Products 
Mentha Oil 573 0.1 610 0.2 
Pepper 2040 0.5 1542 0.5 
Jeera 1760 0.4 1081 0.3 
Castor Seed 657 0.2 928 0.3 
Gaur seed 5970 1.5 3906 1.2 
R/M seed 8997 2.3 8547 2.6 
Soy Bean 7521 1.9 5320 1.6 
Turmeric 1687 0.4 3086 0.9 
Source: FMC (www.fmc.gov.in) 
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The share of precious metals and metals continued to remain above 60% in November as 

in October.  The share of agricultural commodities has been lower and the trading has 

concentrated in a few commodities such as rape/mustard seed, guarseed and soyabean (Table 

10.21).  

Movement of prices 

Table 10.22: Movement of Prices in Major Commodities 
1st Fortnight 

Ending October
2nd Fortnight 

Ending October
1st Fortnight 

Ending November 
2nd Fortnight 

Ending November 
Near 

Month 
Commodity 

Price 
per Unit 

Spot 
Futures 

Spot 
Near 

Month 
Futures 

Spot 
Near 

Month 
Futures 

Spot 
Near 

Month 
Futures 

Metal 
Gold 10 gms  13174 13185 11777 11630 11861 11808 13136 13125 
Silver 1 kg 18611 18055 16511 16858 16270 16382 16858 16779 
Copper 1 kg 252 239 207 207 186 187 181 190 
Zinc 1 kg 64 64 54 54 59 58 59 61 
Nickel 1 kg 565 580 557 557 549 551 484 516 
Lead 1 kg 73 74 72 72 67 66 54 57 
Crude Oil Per barrel 3751 3643 3283 3207 2821 2871 2713 2746 
Natural Gas 1mmBtu 321 324 320 322 312 309 325 325 
Agricultural Product 
R/M seed 20 kg 619 601 615 602 611 620 632 580 
Turmeric 100 kg 3764 3480 3598 3417 3835 3821 3869 3872 
Gaur seed 100 kg 1691 1697 1541 1529 1602 1583 1611 1630 
Soy Bean 100 kg 1668 1646 1683 1676 1564 1555 1735 1707 
Jeera 100 kg 10913 10569 10880 10983 10675 10587 10580 10515 
Pepper 100 kg 13360 12596 11709 11373 11678 11425 11520 11163 
Source: www.fmc.gov.in 

 

The spot prices of major metals such as copper, zinc, nickel, lead in the past two months 

have showed a decline while the prices of precious metals such as gold and silver have 

rebounded from a dip in the second half of October to second half of November. Similarly, in the 

agricultural commodities such as gaur seeds, soya bean, R/M seeds have declined initially and 

then risen while the spot prices of jeera and pepper have declined continuously in the past two 

months (Table 10.22).  

Widening base 

NCDEX has registered a record monthly trading volume of 44.93 lakh barrels in sweet 

light crude oil in the month of October 2008 over 33 lakh barrels registered in September 2008. 

Crude oil in October 2008 has been 36% more than that traded in the previous month. The 
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futures trading volume increased at the time when India’s crude oil basket prices fell by $32 or 

36% during the month of October to end at US$58 a barrel.  

Expanding warehouse network  

NMCE is planning to set up over 10 modern warehouses across the country at an 

investment of Rs 50 crore. The exchange’s entry into warehousing is significant as it is currently 

in a tie-up with the public sector Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC) for similar service, 

which also holds 26% equity in it.  

Changes in transaction costs  

MCX has modified transaction slabs with effect from 17 November 2008. There are fears 

that this will increase transaction charges and could also hit turnover. MCX recently has knocked 

off two slabs where transaction charges were as low as 25 paise for an incremental turnover of 

above Rs 500 crore. These low charges were of great benefit to jobbers and arbitrageurs who 

could enter and exit the market at low cost. To cite an example, if a trader whose turnover is low 

makes a transaction in a single contract of gold of one kg costing Rs 24 lakh, he will have to pay 

a transaction fee of Rs 96 (Rs 24 X 4). But if he is a large trader having a turnover of over Rs 

500 crore and above, his transaction charges will be Rs 6 (Rs 24 X 0.25). The FMC recently 

decided to fix a ratio between the highest and lowest transaction charges and directed all the 

exchanges to conform to the same. NCDEX was already following a similar ratio. FMC 

chairman BC Khatua said that the FMC took this decision to provide a level-playing field 

following complaints from small members that they were paying a higher transaction fee 

compared to large members.  

Widening investor base 

For better price through online trading and accessing information on various 

commodities, two major trade associations in Delhi, representing bullion and cereal trade, have 

signed MoUs with MCX. More than 600 traders from Delhi Bullion Jewellers Welfare 

Associations (DBJWA) and Dal and Besan Millers Association (DBMA) will use the MCX 

platform to conduct trading and hedging. As per Prem Sharma, general secretary, DBJWA, "The 

alliance with MCX would prepare us in dealing with volatility in the commodities markets about 

which we rarely get information as we operate at the local level".  
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Revision of near month contract period 

FMC is considering a revision in the definition of near month contract period, which will 

help the stakeholders and increase the participation on the exchanges. Currently the open 

positions limits in the near month contract are miniscule in comparison to the far month 

contracts, which forces the participants to cut their positions or roll it over to the next contract. 

This has reduced drastically the volumes in most agri commodities like jeera and pepper, which 

were generating good volumes.  

Single regulator 

FMC has written to the ministry of consumer affairs and other relevant ministries to 

become the single regulator for commodity futures and spot markets and warehousing. “Instead 

of appointing a separate regulator to monitor warehouses, the appointment of FMC as their 

regulating agency would be prudent with warehouse being closely linked with futures market for 

delivery,” said FMC chairman, B C Khatua. In fact, spot movement of commodities is governed 

by the state government under Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC) Act 

(WDRA) but a unified agency at the Centre level is required for monitoring, he added. 

Additionally, the government is considering to set up a separate regulator under the Warehousing 

(Development & Regulation) Act 2007 to monitor movement of agri commodities at 

warehouses. Meanwhile, the government has decided to notify the WDRA on March 1, 2009 

which will make the warehouse receipt issued by the credible agency “negotiable”. The most 

important aspect of this WDRA is the negotiability of receipt without the actual movement of 

goods which means the entire commodity eco-system would have better trustship between the 

two consequent stakeholders.  

Central value added tax (Cenvat) 

Commodities like base metals and furnace oil where deliveries could not be effected on 

the futures exchange platfo rm due to confusion over the claiming of credit on the central value 

added tax (Cenvat), can see better deliveries with the FMC taking up the issue with Central 

Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC). FMC chairman told that the commission has recently 

written to the CBEC asking them to look into the matter. Under the excise rules, credit on tax 

incurred on inputs would be given only up to a second stage dealer.  
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National Spot Exchange Ltd (NSEL) 

Mr Khatua launched compulsory delivery based pulses contract for spot trading on the 

NSEL. This spot exchange is an electronic spot trading platform, which is promoted by Financial 

Technologies and Nafed. Contracts of imported tur and urad to be delivered at Mumbai were 

launched. More contracts and delivery centres will be added at a later stage. NSEL managing 

director Anjani Sinha said that in addition to benefit the physical market participants these 

contracts will benefit government agencies like MMTC, Nafed, STC and PEC which are 

engaged in import of pulses. NSEL has already started spot trading in gold, silver, cotton and 

guar seed and will soon start spot trading in castor seed and jeera. Pulses Importers Association 

president K C Bhartiya said that along with the public sector agencies even the private importers 

should be given import subsidy. “They could be given Rs 2500 per tonne on the basis of the bill 

amount they have entered,” he said.  

Trading on NSEL 

On an average, the daily turnover of bullion trade in NSEL spot market has been in the 

range of Rs 4-5 crore daily, with about 70-80% of the contracts delivery-based, and 20-30% on 

an intra-day trade basis. As per Raginald Chand, vice-president, NSEL will also start electronic 

spot trade in red arecanut. The contract will be in line with the existing futures contract on the 

MCX and Shimoga will be the delivery centre.  

Remittances norms 

At a time when companies are reeling under severe liquidity strain and high volatility in 

commodity prices, the RBI has relaxed the norms for remittances related to commodity 

derivative contracts. Banks can now issue guarantees or standby letters of credit in lieu of 

making direct remittances towards payment obligations arising out of commodity derivative 

transactions entered into by customers with overseas counter parties. The relaxation will give 

greater flexibility to resident entities that have such payment obligations related to commodity 

derivative contracts. The guarantees or standby letters of guarantee can be issued only where the 

remittances are covered under the delegated authority or under the specific approval granted for 

overseas commodity hedging by the RBI.  

 


